The requirement of vaccines for the prevention of Covid-19 has become one of the health priorities of different countries worldwide (1, 2). However, most societies still do not have the necessary number of vaccines to cover their entire target population (3, 4). This is especially true in countries that delayed negotiations with the supply companies, and which will, unfortunately, have to wait a long time for the arrival of sufficient quantities to protect their populations. On the other hand, the global vaccination process has established priority levels among its citizens, specifically starting with the so-called first line of action that is health professionals attending Covid-19 patients, due to the great risk to which they are exposed. Additionally, the health organizations of the different countries have proposed to continue the vaccination process according to different criteria, one being the risk levels of the professions. This criterion is aimed at prioritizing professionals most exposed to contagion, but according to their daily practice, what professionals are really the most exposed to contagion?

One of the health specialties most exposed to contagion by Covid-19 is Dentistry (5-7), due to the evident risk of contagion by work procedures directly in the mouth of their patients, which is the main route of contagion. During the pandemic, quarantine phases were established and the practice of virtual work was encouraged. However, the different specialties of dentistry cannot be completely stopped, due to the undesired effects on the oral health of patients that would occur in ongoing treatments and the urgent and emergency dental care that are always present in daily clinical practice. In addition, virtual work in this profession is minimal and is specifically focused on specific procedures. Thus, throughout the pandemic dentists have remained active in their clinical practice with all the risk that this implies.

When considering the priority of vaccination of first line professionals, it is important to emphasize that dentists from the public and private sectors should be considered within the priority groups. This profession contributes to the maintenance of healthy oral cavity status, which has a direct impact on the general state of health and, moreover, improves the condition of the oral microflora that stimulates a favorable environment against viral and bacterial loads that are harmful to health. Finally, dentists worldwide are considered health
professionals at high risk of contagion of Covid-19, and their contribution to disease prevention is great. Therefore, the necessary measures must be taken to start and maintain the process of vaccination of all dentists in Latin America.
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